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Happy Easter !!

By Laura 

Traditional Easter in France 

In France is not the rabbit of Easter 
but the bells. We say to the 
children the bells came back to 
Roma and put in the garden some 
chocolates and candy. 
It is because the bells stop to ring 
from Thursday until Sunday of the 
Saint Week. It is connected the end 
of Chareme. 

Before or after the 
family lunch it is time for 
children to find all the 
chocolate eggs the bells 
put in the garden. 

It is a very funny moments for 
children to find eggs:)
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Few traditionals food for Easter. 

Usually, we eat lamb 
with beans but 
sometimes it could 
be green beans with 
potatoes and 
mushrooms.

In some region in 
France some families 
eat « le pâté de 
Pâques » it's a kind of 
bread with i eggs meat 
inside.  

Of course for the 
dessert we have 
something with 
chocolate. 



The good activites to do during Spring !

It is the time to have a 
nice day outside and 
enjoy the sun. To go to 
the forest or 
everywhere and do 
some sports . 

It's time to visit some 
nice sunny place  for 
example  the garden 
of Versailles. 
Because is the 
perfect moments to 
see beautiful flowers.

Every Sunday start 
the flea market.

It is time to take care about 
your garden. 



Few things about the chocolate competition in France. 

This is Christophe Michalak. He won 
with the French team the world cup 
of the pastry in 2005. 

The competition start  on  13th  to 

16th February. The first competiton 
was in 1990 and it's every three 
years. For now we know 19 marters 
of chocolate, they won the price of 
“meilleur ouvrier de France.” 

It's very prestigious price for them. 
They need to respect the rules, the 
theme imposed, should be creative 
and artistic and to have good recipe.
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